Experiments were performed on intact sunflowers (Helianthuss anuas) placed in a specially designed experimental chamber which allows instantaneous modifications of the atmospheric composition without changing any other conditions. After one night in normal conditions, the plant was illuminated under pure nitrogen atmosphere; the opening stomatal movement, measured as a transpiration rate variation, was inhibited. After an anoxia time period not exceeding one hour, the light was turned off and normal air restored. Stomatal opening is the consequence of osmotic swelling by the accumulation of solutes in the guard cells (7, 10, 16), and it is well established that K+ enters the guard cells in sufficient quantities to account for the decreases in their osmotic potential (1, 8, 12 Experimental Procedures. The intact plant was placed in an experimental chamber consisting of a 4-L shoot chamber and a 300-ml root cell. These two compartments were connected only by the plant stem passing through an air-tight putty joint (13).
The results are interpreted in terms of stomatal mechanism. The metabolites leading to PITP originate from the reducing equivalents created during the light-nitrogen period. They could be synthesized at the beginning of the PITP period (darkness under normal air) or during the dark-nitrogen plus CO2 period between the light-nitrogen and PITP periods. The results obtained are related to the first steps of classical photoactive stomatal opening.
Stomatal opening is the consequence of osmotic swelling by the accumulation of solutes in the guard cells (7, 10, 16) , and it is well established that K+ enters the guard cells in sufficient quantities to account for the decreases in their osmotic potential (1, 8, 12 ). The counterions involved in balancing K+ are either inorganic anions (especially C1-) or organic anions (especially malate) (2, 17 ).
The energy required for the processes leading to stomatal opening comes from atmospheric oxygen, and inhibiting respiration also inhibits stomatal opening. Thus, Heath and Orchard (9) and Walker and Zelitch (18) All experiments took place after 10 h of darkness in normal air and began by sweeping the shoot chamber for 5 min with N2 (9.41 mg/L water vapor concentration) to ensure 02 and CO2 free conditions; then illumination was provided.
Two sets of experiments were carried out. In the first, for a given time period in nitrogen (60 min), the light intensity was modulated from 145 to 34 w/m2 by means of neutral filters. In the second, for a given light intensity (145 w/m2), different light time periods under nitrogen (15, 30, and 60 min) were used.
Then, in each case, the shoot chamber was supplied with normal air for 60 min in darkness. Finally, light again was supplied. The transpiration rate was measured throughout these experiments.
Several measurements of the whole plant diffusion resistance were carried out every 3 min using the tritiated vapor exchange method described by Couchat and Lasceve (4), who demonstrated that transpiration variations are directly related to stomatal movements in these experimental conditions. At the end of the experiment, the total leaf surface area was obtained with sensitized paper without cutting the leaves. Table I. from the measured PAR and the leaf surface area and was expressed in joules. Figure 4 and Table I show the reciprocity of the intensity and duration of the incident light. Thus, it may be assumed that the PITP is metabolically controlled. This was confirmed, because replacing normal air by nitrogen during the PITP supppressed the PITP. The PITP is, thus, not attributable to a hydropassive stomatal movement. Moreover, the lack of PITP after a darknitrogen period seems to indicate that the PITP is not due to a CO2 suppression effect alone. To verify this assumption, it would be necessary to add different CO2 concentrations during the nitrogen period. Unfortunately, the addition of CO2 during the light-nitrogen period results in a stomatal opening, despite the lack of atmospheric oxygen (3), so that no PITP can be observed in the following dark-air period.
Consequently, the respective roles of CO2 and light must be studied by addition of a dark-nitrogen period with or without CO2 between the light-nitrogen period and the dark-air period (Fig. 5) . After 20 min in darkness under pure nitrogen, the PITP is almost suppressed. Conversely, the addition of 330 ,ul/L CO2 during this period prevents the PITP inhibition observed in the presence of nitrogen alone. Figure 6 shows the decrease of PITP when the dark-nitrogen period is increased from 5 to 20 min.
The overall results show that submitting sunflower shoots to During the light-nitrogen period, some reducing equivalents are created; when normal air is supplied in darkness (PITP period), a dark CO2 fixation (6) leads to the synthesis of metabolites. The presence of 02 then allows these metabolites to produce the PITP. The shape of the curve in Figure 4, 
